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the girl in room 105 is the first novel by the indian author chetan
bhagat and was published in 2005. the story is about a teacher from
an iit coaching institute in new delhi who goes to wish his ex-
girlfriend neha cherian on her birthday and then kills her, a common
character in the story. he then goes on to tell his life story in which
he discovers that he is not sure of his father, but he knows he is an
engineer, and that his ex-girlfriend likes him and is also a police
officer. chetan bhagat is an indian novelist. chetan bhagat is born
on the first day of the month january 1984 in chennai, tamil nadu,
india. he received his bachelors in engineering from the indian
institute of technology, delhi. he started writing novels in 1999. he
has a wife, suhasini, and a daughter, bindiya. he is the bestselling
author of novels like three mistakes of my life, nine lives, seven
deaths of a quiet man, and half girlfriend. his other books include:
five point someone, 2 states, three mistakes of my life, and 3 idiots.
the new york times has called chetan bhagat the biggest selling
english language novelist in india s history.in 2006, the new york
times listed bhagat as the biggest selling english language novelist
in india s history. bhagat has won several awards, including the
filmfare award for best screenplay in 2014 for his book, kai po che.
in 2006, he won the crossword book award for the best debut fiction
writer. one of the main reasons why many people read books is to
stop stress. books act like an inspiration for human lives and give us
a new thought to do a lot in our lives. in today’s world everyone is
stressed out by the increase in pressure on their lives, work
pressure, family pressure and studies pressure. i have mentioned
top 10 chetan bhagat books and you also read them and learn how
to reduce the stress of your life. the reason why we are stressed, is
because we are not using the power of mind that is given to us by
the father. we are not reading books to learn more about life. we are
not using the power of our brain to solve a problem. the main
reason why people are stressed is because they are not using their
mind and they are not thinking of any good and bad in their lives. if
you want to read more about chetan bhagat then you can also
check out some of these books
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